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Buy the S&P or sell the S&P… Yes!  And you thought we couldn’t take hedging to a new level.  There is, of course, 
the S&P Index and it is pretty much the benchmark for the world.  The other S&P to which we are referring is 
the so-called Equal Weight S&P, where all stocks are created equal by market cap.  In this case equal isn’t such 
a good thing since it’s the larger cap stocks that are in favor.  These dominate the Averages by virtue of their 
market weight construction.  If you’re thinking Tech for the most part you ‘re right, but don’t forget a few 
names like McDonald’s (294).  The distinction between these two measures of the S&P these days is a bit 
dramatic.  The Index has traded in a range since mid-April, just below the early February high.  The Equal 
Weight Index by contrast is below its April peak which, in turn, is below the January peak.  It’s a narrow market 
favoring the big. 
 
Good markets always have their leadership, and that leadership by definition outperforms and like now 
sometimes significantly so.  It’s not something to lose sleep over, some stocks will always be better than others 
and the better tend to dominate.  So when 5 or 10 stocks account for most of the gain in the S&P, it happens.  
When it’s a problem is when the rest of the Index isn’t following – when the rest of the Index is moving down.   
Measures like the Advance-Decline Index and stocks above the 200-day average show this as well.  Stocks 
above their 200-day are hovering around 40% while the averages dance around their highs, a rather dramatic 
discrepancy.  We wish we could say there’s some magic number here, but there is not.  We can say the many 
eventually drag down the few, but the key word here might well be eventually. 
 
They like to call this market a trading range, but which market?  The NASDAQ certainly isn’t a trading range, 
even the Composite let alone the NDX.  The Russell 2000 has been in a trading range since its mid-March low, 
but that range is well down from its earlier February high.  The S&P has been range bound of late, but well up 
from the March low, which in turn was up from the December low.  If you look at the series higher lows from 
last October, it’s an uptrend.  The problem is the average stock is different.  NASDAQ A/Ds made a new low not 
long ago.  If the NAZ is literally 100 stocks, let’s further refine it to 10 via the Micro Sectors FANG Plus Index, 
FNGU (133).   It’s clear what’s working, and you have to be careful with the rest.  When the Averages are doing 
well, it’s easy to hope the others will come along, but you know what they say about hope as an investment 
strategy. 
 
So why can’t the few drag up the many?  In theory we suppose they could, it just never seems to work that way.  
The explanation here we suspect is sideline buying power – there isn’t enough to continue to push up all stocks, 
just enough to push up strong stocks and eventually not even enough for them.  Sideline buying power or 
liquidity is only restored in an eventual market correction.  Meanwhile, enjoy it while you can.  These diverging 
markets can last for a while, including through 1972 and 1999.  There was money to be made as long as you 
were in the Nifty 50 or the Dot-com’s.  The leaders will be the last to give it up as will the big-cap beverages 
they include.  There’s an old Wall Street story about a wonderful party, everyone was having a good time and 
no one wanted to leave, yet they knew it would end – but the clock had no hands. 
 
The Advance-Decline Index is another proxy for the average stock versus the stock averages. It peaked in early 
February, had a lower peak in mid-April, and a pattern of lower peaks since then.  In other words, it’s very 
similar to the unweighted S&P, and other measures showing the bifurcation.  Recently, however, the A/D 
numbers have been mixed.  We have long pointed out it’s not bad down days but bad up days that cause 
problems.  Recently we saw a day with the Dow basically unchanged and 700 net declining issues – not a good 
day.  Then there was a modestly up day with 1300 net advancing issues.  Given how selective the market has 
been we are almost surprised the numbers haven’t been worse.  That said you don’t want to see them become 
worse.  Those up days with poor A/Ds are a warning.   
 

Frank D. Gretz 
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